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About This Content

Once every thousand years, a portal opens to a parallel world and strange creatures invade and threaten Earth. But a group of
guardians will rise to protect our daily lives, while tackling battles, romance, love and interpersonal relationship. This is the

world of「Believer!」, a beloved visual novel released by D3 Publisher.

Now you can bring the marvelous 「Believer!」 world to your non-commercial VNM projects! 「Believer!」Collection is a 3-part
series of stunning graphics - including both unique characters and gorgeous backgrounds. Spanning across all 3 volumes, there is

a total of over 3800 characters illustrations and 68 backgrounds that are waiting to be used. Whether you're looking to craft a
novella set in the 「Believer!」 world or simply wish for stylish graphics to illustrate an original love story, you can't go wrong

with 「Believer!」 Collection!

In volume 2, the guardians are ready for battle! Building up on volume 1 content, volume 2 includes 11 expressions for each of
the 5 characters - posed with their formidable weapons. A sky background rounds off this volume, allowing you to create both

dreamy and intense scenes. Let the rivalries heat up and the battle commence!

BELIEVER! Collection vol. 2 includes:

[Protectors]
※ Includes 11 expressions for each character.
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・Kai（神代海）
・Ren（勅使河原錬）

・Kyo（高梨響）

・Omi（舞川臣）
・You（伊波遊）

※ Includes two outfits for each character.
Uniform A with weapon
Uniform B with weapon

〇About animation patterns
※Most expressions have 2-4 patterns, as named below:
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[Talking with eyes open]
・Idle expression「openeyetaiki」

・Talking Expression「openeyekaiwa」
[Talking with eyes closed]

・Idle Expression「closeeyetaiki」
・Talking Expression「closeeyekaiwa」

■Backgrounds■
The following backgrounds are included:

[Others]
Blue Sky（Morning, Evening, Night）

※This content use is subject to the Believer! Collection resource EULA, please check before use.
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